Information Retrieval (IR) systems heavily rely on a large number of parameters, such as the retrieval model or various query expansion parameters, whose values greatly influence the overall retrieval effectiveness. However, setting all these parameters individually can often be a tedious task, since they can all affect one another, while also vary for different queries. We propose to tackle this problem by dealing with entire system configurations (i.e. a set of parameters representing an IR system) instead of single parameters, and to apply state-of-the-art Learning to Rank techniques to select the most appropriate configuration for a given query. The experiments we conducted on two TREC AdHoc collections show that this approach is feasible and significantly outperforms the traditional way to configure a system, as well as the top performing systems of the TREC tracks. We also show an analysis on the impact of different features on the model's learning capability.
INTRODUCTION
The effectiveness of Information Retrieval (IR) systems heavily relies on a large number of parameters, ranging from the choice of stemmer, the smoothing technique to the number of terms that are added to the query when performing automatic query expansion. Over the years, and through the evaluation forums such as TREC, the IR community has produced abundant field knowledge, scattered in the literature, on setting the appropriate values of these parameters, Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. in order to optimise the performance of the retrieval systems. The parameters are usually studied in isolation: one attempts to set the value for only one or a few parameters at a time, without taking into account the influence of the setting of other parameters. This makes it difficult to configure a globally optimised set of parameters, as modern IR systems involve a quite large number of parameters that are mutually dependent. There has been no systemic study trying to set the best values for all the parameters of a system.
In this paper, we treat a complete set of parameters of a system as a system configuration. We cast the problem of selecting the most appropriate system configuration as a configuration ranking problem using a learning to rank (L2R) [8] approach. The candidate space is formed of tens of thousands of possible system configurations, each of which sets a specific value for each of the system parameters. L2R models are trained to rank them with respect to a performance measure. This approach has the advantage of taking all the system parameters into account at the same time, thus allowing them to influence each other. Moreover, our approach can make a query-dependent choice of system configuration, i.e. different search strategies could be selected for different types of query.
To our knowledge, this is the first study using L2R to rank system configurations. The most similar work to ours is [2] , which aims to predict system performance using regression models. While the predicted system performance could be used to select the best system configuration, our study is broader, and the regression method is a special case of the L2R techniques we examine.
The main contribution of this paper is that we propose a new way based on L2R to set system parameters and show its feasibility and competitive or superior retrieval effectiveness to the state of the art on two TREC collections.
LEARNING TO RANK SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS
Our method is based on L2R approaches for IR [8] . However, instead of ranking documents for a query, we rank system configurations. The problem is formulated below.
We assume that an IR system involves a set P of parameters. Each parameter pi ∈ P can take a value from its domain Di. Therefore, we have i |Di| possible configurations (without considering the fact that some configurations are impossible). This number could be very large, given the quite large number of system parameters used in modern systems and their possible values. We also assume that we have a set Q of queries for which we have relevance judg-ments on a document collection, which can be used to generate training examples for L2R models: for each possible configuration cj ∈ C, where C is the space of all configurations, we generate a measure in the IR performance metric (such as MAP, P@n, etc.) for the pair (q k , cj). Our goal is to rank the possible configurations for a new query q such that the best ranked system configuration could lead to the best performance.
A L2R model is based on a set of features defined on (q k , cj). Usually, in L2R approaches, the features are related to the query, the document (and sometimes the document collection), as well as the relationships between them. In this work, we define features in a similar way, by computing features related to the query q k and to the configuration cj. Our primary goal in this paper is to test the feasibility of L2R approaches for setting system configurations.
We consider a set of common system parameters (see Table 1): 1 parameter for retrieval model and 4 parameters for pseudo-relevance feedback. Notice that these parameters are all for retrieval (not for indexing) and can be set for a query on the fly. For each of the possible configuration 1 , we run the Terrier IR system [11] to obtain the corresponding performance measures. This amounts to more than 10,000 different configurations for each training query. We define a set of 65 features for L2R models on a pair (q k , cj) that can be divided into four different groups: 43 features computed using query word statistics (QueryStats), 16 features describing the linguistic properties of the query (QueryLing), 1 feature describing the retrieval model (RetModel), and 4 features related to query expansion parameters (Expansion). The two last groups of features are the same as shown in Table 1 . We provide a brief description of QueryStats and QueryLing features.
QueryStats: These features are query-dependent statistical features that were previously used in both query difficulty prediction [4, 6] and learning to rank [9] settings. These features include query terms statistics such as variations of their IDF in the collection (min, max, avg, and sum IDF over the query terms), Query Feedback [14] (min, max, etc.) calculated using various numbers of feedback documents and several default retrieval models such as QL and Bo2, or variant of the NQC which is based on the standard deviation of retrieved documents scores [12] .
QueryLing: These are also query-dependent features, but they focus on modelling the linguistic properties of the query. We implemented the features defined in [10] , such as the number of WordNet synsets for query terms, the number of prepositions in the query, and so on.
Query-dependent features aim to inform the L2R technique about the characteristics of the query, thus allowing to select different system configuration on a per query basis. As a first investigation, we use all the reasonable features at our disposal without performing any feature selection, leaving this aspect for future work. While the study of the influence of the intrinsic parameters of retrieval models, such as Language Models or BM25, is out of the scope of this paper, we plan to explore it in future experiments. In the following experiments, we used the default parameters provided by Terrier for all the retrieval models.
We use three common performance metrics to rank system configurations: MAP, P@100, and Rprec. These metrics are chosen because they were found to be the least correlated [1] .
Three types of L2R techniques have been proposed in the literature based on point-wise, pair-wise and list-wise principles [8] . The point-wise approaches aim at learning to predict a relevance score or class for each document, while the pair-wise approaches learn to predict if one document is more relevant than another. Finally, the list-wise models consider the whole list of documents and optimise a ranking measure. All the L2R models could be suitable to our task: they can rank system configurations in such a way that the best configuration will be ranked first. This is the configuration that we want to select. Notice, however, that the relative positions of the elements at lower positions are also important in L2R models, in particular in pair-wise and listwise models. The optimisation related to this part of ranking may not be crucial or necessary for our task. Our learning objective could be different. However, we do not examine this question in this paper.
We experimented with a large selection of the existing L2R techniques made available by the RankLib 3 and the SVM rank 4 toolkits. The performance varies largely among the models. Due to space limit, we only report the results with the following representative models: Gradient Boosted Regression Trees (GBRT) [5] , Random Forests [3] , LambdaMART [13] , and SVM rank [7] , since we found that these techniques were the most effective for our task. Our selection of L2R techniques covers all the three categories: GBRT and Random Forests are point-wise techniques, SVM rank is pair-wise, and LambdaMART is classified as both pair-wise and list-wise. We trained the three techniques implemented in RankLib to optimise the nDCG@10 of the ranked list of configurations, in which the effectiveness of a configuration is used in lieu of the relevance grade of the original L2R algorithms. SVM rank has its own optimisation criteria.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We carried out experiments on two TREC AdHoc test collections: TREC-7 (queries 351-400) and TREC-8 (queries Table 2 : Results with different L2R models and feature ablations.
indicates statistically significant improvements over the Grid Search baseline, according to a paired t-test (p < 0.05).
indicates statistically significant decreases induced by a feature ablation with respect to the corresponding (All) models. 401-450) for which we merged the queries into one set since the document collection is the same. We used a 5-fold cross validation, where each fold has separate training (3/5), validation (1/5), and test sets (1/5). The training queries are used to train L2R models, the validation queries are used to minimise over-fitting, and the test queries are used to evaluate the learned models. We report the average performance on the test queries in Table 2 . For each test query, we use the system configuration that has been ranked first by the learned models. In order to evaluate the effect of each group of features presented in Section 2 (QueryStats, QueryLing, RetModel, Expansion) for selecting the configuration, we perform the following abalation analysis: we remove one group of features at a time, and perform again the learning and testing without the ablated features in order to see the change in retrieval effectiveness. A large decrease in retrieval effectiveness would indicate that the ablated features are deemed important for the learner.
MAP
The rows with (All) mean that the models have been learned using the full set of 65 features, while the other rows exhibit results without the ablated group of features. We compare the results of our approach to two baselines: a Grid Search method, which selects the best configuration on a set of training queries (we used both the training and the validation queries here) and uses it on the test queries. This corresponds to the common practice in IR for setting multiple parameters at once. Notice that this configuration is query-independent. For an easy comparison, we also provide the performance of a standard BM25 run (without query expansion), using the default configuration provided by Terrier. We also report in Table 2 the Upper bound of our method, which uses the best possible system configuration for each query (i.e. the oracle performance).
On analysing Table 2 , we can make three main observations. Firstly, and most importantly, we see that all L2R techniques can effectively learn to rank reasonable system configurations. All the L2R models can produce much better results than the traditional way (Grid Search) to set system parameters. This result clearly indicates the benefit of using a L2R model to select an appropriate system configuration for a query, rather than setting a unique configuration globally. Among the L2R models, Random Forest, GBRT and LambdaMART produce equivalent performances, while SVM rank performs slightly lower. The superiority of pairwise and list-wise models over point-wise models cannot be concluded. This observation differs slightly from the traditional use of L2R models where pair-wise and list-wise models are found to perform better than point-wise models [8] . The difference can be explained by the fact that the relative positions of configurations at lower ranks have important impact in pair-wise and list-wise L2R models, while this is not important for our task. The L2R models also compare favorably to the best performing systems of the TREC-7 and TREC-8 AdHoc tracks. The best systems at TREC-7 and TREC-8 achieved 0.3032 and 0.3303 in MAP, while the LambdaMART (All) model can produce 0.3148 and 0.3396 in MAP on the two separate sets of queries.
Secondly, we observe that ablating the Expansion group of features always significantly decreases the performance of the learned models, hinting the huge importance of these features for learning an effective model. A possible explanation is that the best parameters for query expansion vary a lot across queries, and the other features are unable to make differences among them. Therefore, in absence of the expansion features, the L2R models cannot make an informed choice on system configuration.
The ablation of the other groups of features has less impact. When we remove the RetModel feature, the performances can increase or decrease slightly. This highlights the fact that our approach is able to effectively rank system configuration even without using the retrieval model as a feature. A possible explanation is that the other features are often sufficient to determine the best configuration, or the selections of retrieval model across queries are usually consistent so that the feature about the retrieval model does not provide much additional help. Similar observation also holds on the query-dependent features. However, this does not mean that query-dependent features are useless. There could be more questions about the specific features in this group : some of the features could be redundant, while some others do not seem to be strongly informative. Notice also that we have two groups of query features. When we remove one of them in our ablation analysis, it is possible that the other group can still provide similar information about the query. We will perform more analyses on the features and their effects in future work.
Finally, the results demonstrate the importance of making query-dependent configuration selections. The low impact of query-dependent features in configuration selection does not mean that the final selection of configuration is not query-dependent. For each query, a L2R model always makes a different selection based on the available features. The benefit of query-dependent selection can be best seen by contrasting the L2R models with Grid search, which sets the best query-independent configuration: We can see tat all the query-dependent configuration selections by L2R models are better than Grid search. However, compared to the Oracle performance, we also see that the selections by L2R models are not always the best for each query. There is much room for improvements on this in the future.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a new approach to set system configuration using learning-to-rank methods. We showed that this is a feasible approach, and it can produce superior performance to the state of the art. Our experiments also showed the importance and benefits to make querydependent configuration setting. The feature ablation analysis showed various impact of different features. In particular, query features showed lower impact than we expected. More investigations are needed to fully understand the reason. In this study, we did not make a selection of the features to be used and simply used all the features proposed in the literature that sound relevant. However, we observe that the relevance of some of the features to our task may be low. The features can also be redundant, providing similar information. It will be useful to perform feature selection in the future.
This study is a first investigation in the new direction of learning to set system configurations. Many underlying questions remain to be addressed in the future. For example, should the learning objective be different from those used in the L2R algorithms? How can we define a different learning algorithm specifically for ranking configurations?
